Electrical Services Powering the Future
Southwest Industrial Electric, a leading electrical services company acts as driving force behind
large corporations, engaging in services such as power storage, solar, and EV’s
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Industry leader, Southwest Industrial Electric is an electrical services company specializing in
services such as electrical machine repair, control systems, infrared inspections, solar and EV
installations, and much more.
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In recent years countries have been shifting existing energy solutions from fossil fuels and
“peaker” plants opting for more efficient energy solutions.
Companies such as Tesla, Panasonic, and LG Chem, are concentrating on developing efficient
energy storage solutions. Aiming at making energy available when power production is low or
when consumption requirements peak.
The methods used by many large companies include Battery storage, EV charger installation,
and solar installation. Falling prices in production and technological progress are allowing
battery storage to grow at an increasing rate. More efficient battery storage helps soak up
excess solar and wind and feed it back into the grid as needed.
Companies such as SIE act as a driving force, helping provide quality installation, maintenance,
and problem solving to companies focused on obtaining more efficient, cleaner energy.

“Energy storage is actually the true bridge to a clean-energy future,” Bernadette Del Chiaro, executive
director of the California Solar and Storage Association.

Southwest Industrial Electric was founded in 1988 in Los Angeles California. For over 30 years SIE has
provide the best electrical solutions to commercial and industrial partners. SIE’s mission is to provide its
customers with top quality electrical installations and repairs that are safe, effective, and trouble free.
Since 2016 SIE has consistently been awarded the INC 5000 award as one of the fastest growing
companies in the nation. Their philanthropic efforts have also been featured in outlets such as Yahoo
Finance. To learn more about SIE and the services provided please visit the southwestelectric.com or
click the link on the bottom of this release.
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